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~~STRACT,
.Eiaunched connections are 'iidely used in rlgidfrazne struc-
.,. .' . .' ,.' ,',
tures at the present time. Their use makes it possible to
. " ••', t' .•.••••.
..
acl~iev:e, a ,pl~.a,si.~,e;, appearance from an architectural standpoint
and, at the same time, reduce the size of main structural
members.
When the selection of the main members of a structure is
. . ""', I,' "':' •
based on plastic theory, the design, of the connections should
also be based on plastic methods. In Reference~ 1 and 2,
;,~ • ••• "" • .,., -, ,,, ,><
theories for proportioning tapered and curved haunched corner
.,
. .. .
connections based- on plastic analysis are presented. This,
. . '\ ~ .... \" .. .
repo!.~. desc,:r:ibes tests performed to check these theories ex~,
perimentally., Six specimElns ,four tapered and two curved, .,
. • ., l\~l .-. . ;.' .... , . ." .. : . ' ''''" ."...... ~ ~ . :', ~ ......
were so proportioned that they would verify importan~ theo-
, ," '" ' ,/' .. " .",'+ ·.,·1
, "."
retica~ findings.
. . ... ... ....~. ., . .
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I. INTRODUCTION
There are three types of corner connections used in ,rigid
;' " .. . , ":: .. ~ ., ,.., ,' .... , .' " ,.~ , . " :;
frames: square, tapered, and curved.
'. . '-." ," ,..'" ", .... I... ,.';.
Elastic methods of
analysis for these ty~es of connections '~re a,vailable; however,
I". -, I' • k ,,' " ", '.1.' ',. -.
they are rather tedious to use. stUdies of curved knee connec-
, •• "j ,"-.
•
,
tioJ:lS ,are,reP?r.ted in Reference 3 and an, appro~imate method of
analysis which was also checked experimentally is,,:reported in
R~f~rence 4. Tests of two frames having c~rved knees are
described in Reference 5, and tests of six curve4 kn~e~are.
described in Reference 6. Based on the experments in Refer-
" '. ,.j . '. '. '.' .•~, •
ences 5 and 6, it was concluded: (1) that the load carrying
" \ ' ,. ,~ ." ", ...; ",- '-"j •• •
capacity, 0(" a po;\~8.1 frame could be ~ncrea,ged by haunqll!ng~he
knees, and (2) ,that it would be ~e~,e~~':lry,to provide lateral
support for the compression ,.flange and to stiffen the web at
,. 'l", ... . -,' ",' ." ....
the knee. A stUdy of a series of corner connections coyering
.: '. . ....
the three basic typ'es is reported in Reference 7; a detailed
description of inelas~ic behavior and rotation capacity is
also included. In Refere,nce 8, ,~ plas,~ic analysis was made
on square rigid frame knees.
I • '. • •.
RecEmtly a pro~am was carried out to obtain theor,etical ,
solutions and design methods for tapered ,and curved haunched
connections in the plastic range. A simpl~ method for de-
signing haunched connections plastically is presented in
References 1 and 2. The purpose of th1.s. paper is to present
205Co27
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•
•
the results of tests performed to observe the behavior of
hauncl:l.ed corner connections designed ac_cor~~I1g.to thE3 . princi-
ples formulated in References .1 and 2 •
20
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• __ ' ••••. t~ - -/. ...., ,
SUMMARY OF 'THEORY
, ....,. '•. ; 4
Before the actl;lal, te~t pr<?~~lU is descr;~ed the the,o,-,
retical results for haunched corner connections will be. pre-
1" • ~: ,- ., "r'
sentedo This sec~ion .,suzmn~rizEtts the ,important theoretical
'. ....,,- ,.,: ..,. • . '". . ."::',1.1 '. \! ,. .~••". "
findings for both the tapered and curyed connectionso' The
..' " -... ;',' " _.'r ,_
interested reader can find, a detailed preseI!1i,atic;m in Ref-
erences 1 and 20
201 Tapered Haunched ConnectionsI,., ',' .'
Theoretical findings reported in Reference 1 which were
.. " II ,.' ,,;\
to be investigated by the test program are briefly stated in
11 '. • ':. • " ••••
the following paragraphs 0 The finding~ apply to taper,ed
haunches, of the type shown in" Figo la 0
(a) The effect of shear 'upon the full plastic moment can
• ,.' ,:,,1 "( . "1'
be neglected, and the effect due to axial thrust can be treated
, . I _. " , . \ ~. '.' ,>" • l'-'
in the same manner for haunched connections as it is, for the
adjoin1.11~ :rolled"se~tionso
(b) There is a critical ang~e for the sloping flange
for which the change of the resisting moment along the haunch
nearly eQ'l1als the change of applied m0I!1ent, along the length
\' . " 'i' '. \'.: ." ....." ,. ,
of the hauncho At this critical slope angle which, is .abo,ut
• :'. .:. ~-. 'v' , ' ....... _. .". •__ • ' ", • _ ," ";". .' , ',.
12 deg., the haunch will yie~d along its full length at ulti-
• -" ,-'-' ••• , " • J " • .;'. • • '. ",
ma te load if adeq.'lla te bracing, is prov1.dedo. ltJhe.n the angle is
less than the critical ang~e, full plasticity will only occur
. . . .' ". ":' ~ . ,. . . , " ..
...
'at the haunchintersectiono When the a.ngle is greater than
'I I' . .... ,
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•
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'.
the critical angle, the plastic hinge fons only at the inter-
, "
section of beam and hauncho
(c) The thicknes's of a haunch flange at an angle with
the layout line should be' greater than that of a flange
I . .
paral:i.el to the layout lineo The relationship between thick-
ness should be:
where
t c = thickness of sloping flange(usually compression)
tt = thickness of parallel 'flange
(usu~lly tension)
~ == -angle of sloping flange with;
lalout line '
·{d) To protect against .. lateral buckling when the qom-
..
pression flange is fully yielded, the maximum unsupported
length of the compression flange within the haunch shou:l.4_~Qt
be greater than 408b, where,b is the¥idth o~ flangeo This
assum~s that the thickness' of flange within the haunch is
"' " ', .. ",' .
equal to that of the rolled sectiono
(e) The critical buckl~ng length of 408b can ,be lp~
creased for a parti<?ulEir design by limit~ng the extent~o~
yielding along the flange, ,.tllat is, by confining the yieldi,ng
to one end of the, flange 0 This can be accomplished in the
following two ways:
(1) The angle of taper {3 can be increased a1?ove
the critical value, of 12 dego
I
•..
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(2) If it is undesirable to increase the angle of
taper, the thickness of both flanges can be increased to
limit the extent of rieldingo The increase required
depends on the desired unsupported length of compression
flange 0 In Reference l.it was shown that the thickness
of both flanges (origin~lly assumed to be equalto ;,:;t~e., :
flange thickness of the rolled section) must be iIl-
creased an amount At where
;.• :0' I . ..•).At .. s=0011,' ( b - 408 ) t
s - unsupported length of compression flange
..
provided
b - width of compression flange
t - thickness of compression flange.of
rolled section
~, 1408
..
..
Connection spe~imens Noo T-44 through T,-47 ,<Figo 2a). were
des.!.gned to.Jl..e.r.Uy the theory for tap:e1"'ed haU+lched connectionso
The specimens and their individual purposes are described in
202 Curved Haunched Connections
The procedure of analyzing a curved connection is essen-
tially .the same as that used for analyzing tapered conpectionso
The theoretical results given in Reference 2 are similar to
those described earlier for tapered connectionso The results
apply to curved haunches of the type shown in Figo Ibo They
are summarized as followsg
205C027 =6
..
'.
(a) The effects of shear and axial thrust on the plastic
hinge moment are small provided the web and flange thicknesses
of the haunch are as large as those of the adjacent rolled
section and provided these effects are small in the rolled
: ,
sectiono
(b) The plastic ,modulus furnished in the haunch must be
adequate to r,esist the applied moment at any distance along the
haunch 0 The critical sections occur at the point of tangency
of the haunch and rolled beam and at a point located at an angle
about 12 dego from the point of tangency (depending on the
moment gradient)o Plastic hinges will have a tendency to form
at these two pointso
(c) To protect against lateral buckling, the maxiIrlum un=
supported length of compression flange should npt exceed 408
times the width of flangeo For a right angle connection with
lat~ral support, at the diagonal stiffener and at the points of
tangency, this statement implies that the radius of the flange
may not exceed 6bo
(d) If an unsupported length of compression flange greater
than 408b is desired, it is possible to provide for stability
by increasing the thickness,of the compression flanges by an
amount
..
where At = increase in thickness of compression
flange
"•
205C027
R_= radius of curved haunch
b = width of compression flange
t = thickness of compression flange of
rolled section
-7
..
For detailed derivations, the reader is referred to
Reference 20
Connections Noo T-48 andT-49 shown in Figo 2b were
designed to study the theoretical findings for curves
haunches. These specimens and their.individual purpose are
described in Arto 30
205c.27 -8
3. TEST PROGRAM
Six haunched connections, four tapered and two curved,
were included in the program to test the theories of
• I :\
References 1 and 2 which are summarized in Art. 2. ~ch
connection joined two legs of 10B19 rolled shape having equal
lengths of about three times the section depth. The web
thickness in all haunches was equal to the nominal web thick-
ness of a 10B19 section and the flange widths were equal to
the flange width of a 10B19 throughout. Sketches of the
connections are given in Figs. 2a and 2b.
Of the four tapered haupched connections ~ two specimens,
numbers 44 and 45, were designed for oritical ang~ of taper
. - .
(12 deg.) and critical length of compression flange <4.8b).
The other two tapered connections were designe<;i to study the
effects .of modifications necessary to prevent failure due to
lateral instability of compression flanges having unsuPP?rt~d
lengths approximately twice the theoretical critical length.
Specimen 46 had its angle of taper increased in order to con-
fine yielding to the region near the junction with the rolled
section, thereby decreasing the yielded length and increasing
the critical length. Specimen 47 had its flange thicknesses
increased to reduce yielding and thus ,increase the critical
length even though the angle of taper remained at the critical
angle of 12 deg.
205c.27
Curved haunch sp~cimen 49 was designed as a 90 deg
=9
..
connection with the critical radius of inner flange curvature
equalto six times the flange width. Specimen 48 had one and
a half tiIl'les as much unsupportedcompressi~n flange, but this
was offset by increasing the flange thickness accord~ng to
the modification described in Art. 2 and Reference 2.
3.1 ,pescriet!on of Specimens
Specimen 44 as sketched in:lf1lg~ 2a was designed to permit
yielding along the full length of a 20 inch long compression
flange. This length was equivalent to 5 times the width of
flange, just slightly more than the theoretical critical value
of 4.8b. To bring about the desired full yielding, the angle
of taper was made equal to 12 deg while the inflection point
was located 32-3/4 in. out along the 'length of rolled section.
Diagonal stiffeners were fitted inside the flanges at_.the
outer corners of the knee. welding details for all tapered
. -
knees were similar to those shown for specimen 46 in Fig. 3a.
Test 44A was conducted on the same specimen as Test 44
but had alight differences in lateral bracing which will be
described later.
Specimen 45 had its basic design identical to specimen 44.
A different fabricating detail was used at the outer corner
however. The diagonal ~tiffener was extended past the outer
205c.27 -10
..
flanges and was welded to the outside of the flanges as indi=
cated in Fig. 3a, detail C'. A more positive bracing system
was used to restrain the compression flange at the ree:n:eJ:iM''b;fP;!1<;~t.•
corner. Also, the lengths of the rolled sections were
adjusted to compensate for a difference in the yield strengths
of the rolled sections used in Specimens 44 and 45.
The compression flange of Specimen 46 was 40 inches long,
slightly more than twice the critical unsupported length if
fully yielded. However, this length would be stable according
to theory if the ~ielding began at one end of the flange and
extended along approximately 20 percent of the flange length.
The angle of taper of the haunch'was increased to 21 deg.
With this angle and the same moment gradient as the previous
specimens, the tapered flange would have a tendency to yield
along approximately 20 percent of its length.
Specimen 47 also, had a 40 inch unsupported length of com-
pression flange. The angle of taper of the haunch was 12 deg
which would tend to cause yielding along the full length of
the flange and, consequently, premature late'ral buckling. To
compensate for this, the flange thickness was increased to
reduce the stress and thereby increase the ,critical buckling
length to 40 inches •
205C027 ~ll
Spe,cimens 48 and 49' were curved haunches as shown in
,. ., ,
Figo 2bo The radius of curvature of the flange on specimen
48 was 36 ino or 9b, 1~1/2 times the theoretical critical
"
lengtho To compensate for the extra unsupported length, the
flanges were increased in thickness to reduce the stre~s and
increase the critical length to the actua~ len~~h usedo
Weldingdetal1s of specimen 48 are shown in 'Fig. 3bo
Specimen 49 was fabricated with a 24 in. radius of curva-
ture of the inner flange. With bracing at the diagonal line of
symmetry in the corner and at the points of tangency, the un~
supported length would be 4~7b or approximately the same as
the theoretical critical length.
Design calculations for all specimens were based on
weighted coupon test results shown in Table 1 and measured
cross section dimensions shown in Table 20
The thicknesses of all plate members were suitable for
welding with ordinary E60 electrodes; however, careful
attention was, given to welding seqtience and welding positions.,
so that distortion could be minimizedo The d?wnhandposition
was used as much as possible and an alternating sequence was
adopted when necessary.
2050.27
3.2. Test Set-up
-12
•
..
The connections were tested in an inverte~po~ition
relative to that which they would have in a building as shown
in~igs. 4 and 5. The column rep~~se~ted the vertical leg
and the beam represented the ho~izontal leg of a letter "L".
The connection was tested in this position to facilitate
the loading and supporting of the specimen. Load was applied
along a diagonal line joining the two free ends of theconnec-
tion l;>y means of manually-operated hydraulic jacks_"- .~hi~ __ .
diagonal load system provided shear and thrust components at
points representing the inflection points in the beam and
.. ,. ~ .
column. Thus, shear,. axial .force, and moment were provided
at the corner.Ad~amometerconsisting of a rod with strain
gages previously calibrated for load was placed in series with
the hydraulic jacks to indicate the load.
Light rolled beam sections simulating purlins and ~irts
were fastened to the. outer (tension) flange of the connection
at the corner, at the intersection of the haunch and rolled
section, a~d at the load points as shown in ~ig. 4. These
beams provided lateral support to the connection (see
Section 3.3 following for a detailed description of the lat-
eral bracing system). In addition, two of these light beams
served as the bearing supports for the dead weight of the
connection as shown in Fig. 4. The bearing support at the
load end of the specimen was placed on a short length of
•..
..
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wide-flange section which served as a flexible support, and
the bearing support at the corner rested on a spherical seato
)03 Lateral Brac'ing System
Light weight beams simulating purlins and girts were
used for lateral bracing in order to make the system equiva-
lent to that used in building constructiono As shoWD,inFigo 2,
3170$ and 6B12 sections were used for lateral supporto The
purlins were fastened to the tension. flanges of the connection
. . '.' ., ... .'
by means of bolte~ clamps to allow their re-useo, Lateral
motionbf this outer flange of the halplch was resisted by
axial force in the purlins" and lateral twist of the connection
was resisted by the bendin~,sti.ffness of the purlinso These
reactions were transmitte~to the compression (inner) flange
of the haunch by the action of the web stiffeners at each
support pointo It was of interest to determine if the
stiffeners and,purlins could provide enough restraint to pre-
vent the lateral deflection of the compression flange of the
i',
connectiono
The far ends of the purlins were fastened to a sup-
porting framework by means of a flex bar as shown in Fi.go 40
Provisions were made to permit horizontal and vertical move-
ment of the far end of the purlin in order to keep these
purlins approximately horizontal as the test specimen de-
flected under loado The frame supporting the lateral bracing
205C027
was constructed by erecting two 14WF30 columns on the heavy
base beams and placing 6B12 beams horizontally between these
columns 0 The lateral support frame~ork can be seen in Figo 50
In Test 44 lateral support was provided by 4 ft lengths
of 31705 sectionso Dynamometers were attached to the ends of
these purlins in order to determine the magnitude of the axial
thrust in the purlin, that is, the lateral bracing forceo
However, this arrangement was found to be unsatisfactory since
the lateral deformation of the connection tended to bend the
dynamometers 0 Consequently, the dynamometers were not used
on any other testo
,. "
Connection 44a had a similar type of
'.
•
bracing detailo Only the length of the bracing was increa~edo
Test 45 had the ,same general purlin=type bracing system that
was used for Test 44ao However, in additio? a diagonal brace
was placed between the corner purlin and the reentrant corner
of the diagonal stiffenero This bracing system was used for
all SUbsequent tests except test 46 which had additional knee
braces at the intersection of the haunch and beamo
304 Instrumentation
In addition to the dynamometer which measured the load
applied to the connection as explained previously, deformation
measuring devices were used to determine the'followingg
flexural deflection, rotation, and lateral deflectionso The
flexural deflection was determined by measuring the movement
205C027 -15
Lateral movement of the conne:ction was
..
between the ends of the specimen along the line of action of
the applied loado This displacement was measured by means
of a taut wire and pulley arrangement which displaced the
plunger of a dial indicator as shown in Figo 60
Maasurement~ of rotation within the haunch and along
parts of each rolled beam adjacent to the haunch were made by
... ,
a system of rigid rods and dial gageso For ex~mple, to
measure the rotatlorl between two-sections along a be~m, the
relative movements between points near the top and bottom
~. _ A' _
flanges ~t each section were measuredo' From these measure-
ments the rotation between these two sections was eval~a~~do
The total rotation of the ~pecimen was obtained by summing
the rotation of sections taken around the entire connectiono
The rotation indicators are shown in figo 60
Lateral deflections were measured by means of a transit
which 'was set in a fixed position and its telescope allowed
~ . -_. - - . ... .... -
to move in a vertical plane onlyo ' A.. 0 0 01 ino graduated
.. ". '.....- -,'- ..,.' .:",- '. - "'- ~ . - .'-- ... ...~. -- '.,. -.
scale was held,perpeIldi~ular to. the plane of the web at
certain discrete p~sit~o~~._on.both flanges of the connection
as shown in Figo 60
determined from transit readings on the scaleo
r
.'
•
•
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3.5 Test Procedure
,Prior to actual testing, an overallpheck of the testing
apparatus and instruments was made and zero readings were
taken. In the elastic range, load increments of approximately
10 percent of the predicted yield load were used. After each
. -." .' ~ . ~ ~ ~...
load was applied, all rotation and deflection readings were
J '. ".,;";' • .. '
taken, a,nd the, spec;.men 'was checked for any s~~s of ;,yi~~~ing.
Yielding was detect~~ ~y flakiZ?-g of the mill scale under, ,the
Whitewash coat on the specimen.
In the inelastic ran~~, the, load an~. de:f:'lection no longer
have a linear relationship; therefor~ the load increments were
determined by a ,deflection eriterion. Deflection increments
were arbitrarilychosen,~ndstraining was halted after each
increment was applied. 'Since the l.oad would not be stable
.. ', .. ~'- ._- -. ---- ~.... , _., ..
until the p~as~ic flow stoppe~.'.:r.E:!adingswere not recorded
until static equilibrium was obtained.
After the maximum load was reached, the test was con~
tinued in order to find the r~tation capacity of the connec=
tion. When the load fell below the predicted yield level,
the test was ,t.erminated •
~. -. '.- - .~....... :
..
•
..
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4.. TEST RES ULTS
The flexural deflection» rotation», and lateral deflec-
tion data recorded for each test are presented in Figs .. 7, 8,»
and 9.. These curves are discuss~d in separate articles in
this section.. The general yielding» formation of plastic
hinges» and plastic buckling of each specimen were also ob-
served" Figures 10 and 11 show the spreading of yielding
and the plastic hinge of T-46 as a typical example" Lateral
buckling occurred in most of the specimens with a single
curvature between lateral supports" Figure 12 shows a view
of the compress'ion flang~ of a curved connection after the
test was terminated" It represents, in generalJ) the buckled
shape of the specimens tested in this program~
4 .. 1 Moment - Deflection Relationships
The load and flexural deflection data are presented in
non-dimensional form as moment-deflection curve~~ These
M vs
Mp
curves are shown in Fig" 7 where
M = applied moment at the intersection of the haunch'
and the rolled section
~ = plastic moment of the rolled section
£ = measured deflection between the two ends of the
specimen
.
.,
~y = theoretical deflection between the two ends of
the specimen at first yleldin the roll~d section..
Reference 8 outlines the method used for com-
puting ~ yo
205c.27 ~18
The Mp and ty values were computed using the tension_c0U:I.'0n
data and measured cross section dimensions given in Tables 1
and 2 respectively.
4.2 Moment = Rotation Relationships
haunch including 12 in. of the rolled beams at
In ~ig. 8
M
ar e shown • Mp
rotation of the
the non~dimensionalized curves fO~.~
was defined earlier. The angle e is
vs !.:.
... ey__ .
the total
•
each end, and 9y is th~ theoretical rota~ion over the same
total length of haunch and beam corresponding to the first
yield in the rolled beam. Some of the cO,nnections rotated
more than implied in Fig.. 8. Lateral buckling caused dis~
I" I
torsion of the web which caused misalignment of the rotation,
indicator dials shown in Fig. 6. This caused errors i~ the
rotation.
.4.3 Moment - Lateral Deflection Relationships
The. relationships between mqments and lateral deflections
\ I . .
at three points along the co~pression flange are shown in
MFig. 9. The Rp ratio shown in the figure was defined in
Section 4.1. The curves show the. moment at which lateral
buckling took place and. the effect of lateral buckling on the
loa~-carrying capabilities of the specimen. Since the connec~
tions were braced at points (a) and (c) in Fig. 9, the curves
also show the effectiveness .of the different bracing details.
A positive brace would permit only a small amount of lateral
movement.
•205C027 -19
50 DISCUSSION OF, RESULTS
, " .,", .'.
critical An Ie and Critical
Connections 44 and 45 represented the critical case for
tapered haunched connections; that is~ they were d~signed
with both the critical angle (~ = 12 deg) and the critical
flange length (s = 408b)0 Connection 44 was tested twice,
and the results obtained from the second test (44a) were very
similar to the results of' the f'irst test (44)0 Test 45 was
different f'rom Test 44 only in having a truss-type brace at
the reentrant corner as explained earliero Figure 7 shows
that ~onnection 44 never reached ~ts theoretical bending;
capacity (~ max = 0091) whereas Connection 45 reached ap
maximum ~ of 1006 or 16 percent greater than that of connec-
p
tion 440 In connection 45, yielding occurred along the entire
haunch" and the plastic hinge formed at the reentrant cornero
Also, connection 45 had a much greater rot~tion capacity than
connection 440 This is shown in Fig. 7 sj.nce def'lection is an
integrated measure .of' rotationo (Figo 8 shows that the rota""
tion of Connections 44 and 45 are essentially equal; however"
web distortion caused misalignment of the rotation indicators
as explained previously) 0 Thus, the bracing detail of',
connection 45 permitted larger load-carrying and rotation
capacities as compared to connection 440 However, it can
=20
be seen from Figo 9 that positive support was not provided
in either case because of the large lateral movement re-
corded at point {a)o
"
with Flan
.", .
th Greater than
, '..
In order to' permi t a flange length grea ter than the cri-
tical length, Connection 46 had the angle of flange taper
increased, and Connection 47 had an increased flange thick-
nesso Both connections had truss-type bracing at their re-
entrant" corners 0 The maximum observed loads were higher than
, '
those predicted by approximately 20 percent as can be seen
from Figo 70 It can also be deduced from Fig07that the
specimens were able to sustain large deformations ,and rota~
tionso ,In both tests the plastic hinge formed in the rolled
sectiono Figures 10 and 11 show the extent of yielding along
the haunch and the formation of the plastic hinge for Cannec'"
tion 460 Figure 9 shows that in each case the compression
flange buckled and that the bracing at points (a) and (c) was
effectiveo
503 Curved Connections (48 and 49)
I
Connection 48 had an increased flange thickness to com-
pensate for its radius of curvature which was greater than
the critical valueo This would force the plastic hinge to
205C027 -21
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form at the point of tangencyo Figure 13 shows that the
plastic hinge did form in the rolled section for COnnection
480 Connection 49 was proportioned using the critical radius
of curvature (R = 6b)0 COnsequently the plastic hinge should
form in the haunch at an angle of approximately 12 deg from
the point of tangency according to the theoryo ~t can be
seen in Figo 14, which shows Connection 49 after testing,
that the hinge did form in the haunch at approximately 12 deg
from the intersection of the haunch and rolled sectiono It
. can also be seen from Figo 13 that yielding occurred in the
web of the haunch of Connection 48 (not in the flange be~
cause of the increased thickness) at an angle of 12 deg
which further verifies the theoryo
Both connections were more than adequate for the re-
quirements of plastic designo The predicted load was ex-
ceeded in both cases as shown in Figo 70 Considerable
rotation capacity was also observedo
504 General Discussion
Connections 45, 46, 47, 48 and 49 would all be consid-
ered satisfactory for plastic designo Connection 44 had
inadequate bracing as mentioned earliero The fact that
connections 45 and 49 allowed a major part of their plastic
hinge action to occur within the haunch in no way reduced their
effectiveness because they were adequately protected against
lateral instabilityo
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As illustrated in Figo 7, the maximum loads for all tests
except Tests 44 and 44a exceeded the theoretical p~edictions
by amounts which vary from 6 percent to 21 percento The
excess ,capacity was probably due to the stiffener at the
intersection of the haunch and rolled beamo The stiffener
producE1d two, effects 0 Firs t ,':j,1i~:P1'ov1ded added strength at
this point merely on the basis of added area of steelo,
Second". theJ3tiffener produced a stress concentra~ion which
caused :tl;le rolled section to go into strain-hardening",:.
quickiyo 'll~stre:int offered by ,the ~urllns used a~",lat~ral
bracing could also increase the carrying capacity of the
connections, but this effect would only amount-to a maximum
of 4 percent because of the sections usedo
No significant difference could be detected in the be-
havior'of the fabrication details used at the outside cornero
I
Whether the diagonal stiffener was fitted inside the flanges
or extended past the outer flanges and then welded made little
differenceo
".l"; ,'J
,'1.'1 I
Jt
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSI ONS
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Tests of six haunched connections are described in this
r~port., The primary objective 'of these tests was to verify
the theoretical results pres~nted in References 1 and 2.
~ollowing is a summary of t~e theoretical results which were
confirmed by the tests:
. .
1.:: In tapered haunched connections with an angle 'of
taper of 12 deg~ yielding occurred along the entire com-
pression flange.
2.-' The critical bucklin.g length was increased by in-
~ .'.-
creasing the angle of compression flange taper.
3. The 1 critical buckling length was increased."by.in-
creasi:qg the; haunch flange thickne,ss.
4.: In. ;the curved: connections, plastic hinges formed at
points in the haunch 12 deg from the point of tangency when
critical proportions were used.
5. Yielding in the haunch did not reduce th~ effective-
ness of the,connection.
j ....
The testsa~so showed, that the diagonal web ~titf~her did
not transmit enough restraint to brace the compression flange
at the reentrant corner against lateral buckling. A positive
brace must be provided at this point. All specimens which
were braced adequately were able to sustain a moment exceeding
the plastic moment and to rotate satisfactorily.
t· • i
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Specimens which were braced adequately did not buckle
until Mp was exceededo Thus, it can be concluded that
haunched connections proportioned by the methods of Ref-
erences 1 and 2 will satisfy the requirements for plastic
designo However, the load-carrying capacity as w~ll as t~e
rotation capacity depends greatly on the bracing providedo'
The compression flange of a haunched connection must be
supported by positive lateral bracingo
, I .•
1,••
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8. NOMENCLATURE
A = Area of cross section
•
b
d
E
M
= Width of .flange
i Depth of 'rolled section
= Modulus of, elasticity
= Strain~hardening modulus
Z
= Shape factor = S
= Moment of inertia
~ Applied moment at the intersection of the haunch
. and rolled section
= Plastic moment of the roll'ed section
'f
R ' = Radius of curved haunch
s
S
t
w
z
= Unsupported length of compression flange
- Section modulus
= Thickness of the flanges of the rolled section
= Thickness of the compression flange in a haunch
Thic~ness of the flanges of a haunch
- Thic~ness of the tension flange in a haunch
- T~ickness of the web of the rolled section
= Plastic modulus
- Angl~ oetween 'the inside and the outside flangl:3s
in a' tapered haunch
= Measured deflection between the two ends of a specimen
= Calculated deflection 'between the two ends of a
specimen corresponding to the first yield,at the
haunch-beam junction
, i,
205Co27
b. t ::: Increase in thickness of the compression flange
-27
Q ::: Total angle of rotation of the connection
•
°ult
o ..ys
::: Angle of rotation of the connection corresponding
to the first yield occurring at the haunch-beam
junction
::: stress corresponding to the ultimate ~trength of
the material
::: Static yield str~ngth of the material
••
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TABLE 1 SUMMARY OF TENSILE COUPON TEST RESULTS
Material Location Static Ultimate Young's Strain-
of Yield Strength Modulus Hardening
coupon Stress Modulus
°ys °ult ·E Est
(ksi) (ksi) (ksi)
10 B 19 Flange Tip (4) * 3500 5600 29,200 542
Web Center (2) 4102 6301 30,600 456
Averagei~* 37~9 5904 29,900. 501
1 Ino Webs of (4)4 Tapered 35.5 61.3 30,200 455Plate (A) Haunches
(44-47)
~ ino Webs of (4)
Curved 41.• ) .68.7 29,600 533Plate (B) Haunches
(48,49)
L Flanges, (16)4 x 16 NotStiffeners 31.7 5906 29,900 Recorded(44-46)
1 Flanges, (4)4x-2 Stiffeners 33.6 6009 30,100 429
Bar (49)
1 -
4x~ Flanges, (4) '0.,Stiffeners . 31.3 59 .. 1 29,200 568
Bar (47,48 )
* Number of specimens
~~ weighted average in proportion to flange and web areas
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TABLE 2 ~SURED DIMENSIONS OF SPECIMEN ~TERIALS
10 Cross Sectional Properties ofl0B19 Beams
A d b t w I S Z f
in2 in in in in in4 in) in3
,.
Handbook 5061 10025 40020 00394 00250 9602 ·1808 2106 1015
Measured 5054 10028 40047 00377 00263 9304 1802 2100 1015
20-Dimensions of Plates and Bars·
Aver~ge
Measured Size
Nominal Size Thickness ; /":. Width
: ,
.'
in . in
1/2" Plate 00261
-
1/2 x 4" Bar 00506 30989
5/8 x 4" Ear 00630 40007L .~~
7/16 x 4" Bar 00433 40005
••
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Haunch Point
Diagonal .Web
Stiffener
Intersection Of
Haunch And
Rolled Section
Rolled Section
Layout Line
Angle Of
Flange Taper
Reentrant Corner
Inner Flange
FIG. la Typical Tapered Haunched Connection
Rolled Section
Haunch Point-U-~~
Diagonal Web
Stiffener
Flange
Reentrant Corner
Inner Flange
Layout Line
,
Web Stiffener
Point Of Tangency
FIG. lb Typical Curved Haunched Connection
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41_ 31 15
44
10'-3115
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46
10L 6812
th =I. 59t
47
r
34 '1tIl
3112
L
10'- 3115
~
- -L2"x 2"
12 0
th=l.llt
45
All ro lied beams: 108 19
All web thicknesses sam
as 10819
th = thickness of flange.
in the haunch
f = thickness of flange
of 10 8 19
rIG. 2a Tapered Test Specimens
•2050.27
10~3I15 101-6812
/
th =1.59t
48
3
~317:5
=24"(6b)~~IX2"
-33
49
All rolled beams: 10 8 19
AII web thicknesses same as 10.8 19
th = thickness of flange in the haunch
t = thickness of flange of 10 8 19
FIG. 2b Curved Test Specimens
•2050.27
10~3I15 101-6812
/
f R=36" (9b)L.:. 2 II~ 2"
th =1.59t
48
3
)Q:::3I15
-33
49
•
.'
All rolled beams: 10 8 19
AII web thicknesses same as 10 B 19
th =thickness of flange in the haunch
t =thickness of flange of 10 B 19
FIG. 2b Curved Test Specimens
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Detail B
.,
•
Detail C Detail C'
FIG. 3a WELDING DETAILS FOR TAPERED CONNECTIONS
••
•
•
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IConnection 481
FIG. 3b Weldinc Details tor Curved Connections
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load dynamometer___
hydraulic
tensionj~
gins flex barJ}=:=:::tuA~ J-------II-
diagonal
brace
FIG. ~ Test Setup
. r
20'C.27
FIG., Overall view of test setup. The lateral support
framework can be seen in the background.
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LATERAL DEFLECTION AT REENTRANT CORNER
(in.)
•
M
Mp
1.3
1.0
45 46 47 48 49
O.~----'--"------'--_ LL----L_""- .....----...._""- L..----L_~UL....-.....I.-_____
LATERAL DEFLECTION AT MIDDLE OF HAUNCH
(in.)
1.3
1.0
44 45 46 47 48 49
•
O~~--'--- l6---'L-.---"-L.-.--L..----L......---'-~'----'----..J,j.. L...__~
o 1.0 0 1.0 0 1.0 0 1.0 0 1.0 0 \.0
LATERAL DEFLECTION AT INTERSECTION OF BEAM AND HAUNCH(in.)
FIG. 9 Lateral Deflection of Compression Flange
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FIG. 10 Yielding in the haunch of tapered connection 46
atter lateral buckling ot the compression flange.
FIG. 11 The formation of a plastic hinge at the intersection
of the haunch and rolled sect~on in connection 46.
f•
•
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FIG. 12
-~
In general lateral buckling of the compression tlange
formed a single wave between the reentrant corner and
the intersection of the haunch and rolled section as
shown for connection 49 .
,20'C.27 -~
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FIG. 13 In connection ~8 a plastic hinge formed in the rolled
section. Also, note the yielding in the web ot the
haunch approximately 12 deg from the point ot tangency.
FIG. 14 In connection 49 (critical dimensions ) a plastic hinge
formed inside the haunch approximately 12 deg trom the
point of tangency.
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